INTRODUCTION
In this paper, the blowup properties of solutions are studied in the following semilinear parabolic system: ult -d1Au1 = ul(ul -clul + elug), in &, wt -dzAu2 = ~~(a2 + b2~1 -czw + ezus), in f&, u3t -dsAU3 = u3(a3 + bm -c3u3), in nT, (1.1) u1 (q t) = u&, t) = u&l& t) = 0, on ~302~~
Ui(? 0) = %,0(Z), for i = 1,2,3, in 0, where the domains flT and dflT are defined as, respectively, ti x (0, T) and 80 x (0, T). Here fi is a bounded domain in RN with smooth boundary XL T is the maximal existence time of the solution. U~,O is a smooth function satisfying the compatibility condition u~,o(z) = 0 for z E Xl. The above problem (1.1) arises in a simple food chain describing three interacting species in a spatial habitat R. ui represents the spatial density of the ith species at time t and di represents its respective diffusion rate. The real number a, is the net birth rate of the ith species and ci is its respective intraspecific competition. The parameters bi and ei are interspecific cooperations. Here we have assumed that the presence of one species encourages the growth of the preceding one and vice versa. The boundary conditions in (1.1) imply that the habitat is surrounded by a totally hostile environment.
This work is motivated from the following discussions on the solutions for a semilinear parabolic system: ult -diAui = ui(ui -ciur -eiuz), in SIT, u2t -&Au2 = uz(u2 + bzui -czuz -ezus), in OT, (14 u3t -dsAus = u3(u3 + bsuz -c3u3)r in flT,
where the third species is the predator of the second one and the second species is the predator of the first one. Lopez-Gomez and Pardo [l] gave the global classical positive solutions of (1.2) under Robin boundary conditions. Compared with the solutions of (1.2), there is a quite different behavior of solutions in (1.1). The solutions of (1 .l) will blow up under some assumptions because of the quasimonotone nondecreasing of reaction functions in ( Pao [2] proved that the solution of (1.3) under the homogeneous Dirichlet or Robin boundary conditions with any nonnegative initial data is unique and global, while the blow-up solutions of (1.4) are possible when the two species are strongly mutualistic (bzel > tics), which means that the geometric mean of the interaction coefficients exceeds that of population regulation coefficients. Based on the above results, we are mainly interested in studying the blowup properties of the solution. It is shown that if the problem + cl5 -ely > 0, -bzx + c2y -ezz > 0, (1.5) -b3y + ~3% > 0, has a positive solution, then the solution of (1.1) with any nonnegative data is global whereas, if problem (1.5) has a negative solution, then the solution of (1.1) with any nontrivial nonnegative data will blow up provided that ui > dJ or the initial data is large enough. There are related works on the blowup solutions [3, 4] . In a recent paper, Lou et al.
[5] considered problem (1.4) with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions and gave a sufficient condition on the initial data for the solution to blow up in a finite time. For the further related parabolic systems, readers can refer to [1,2,6-g] and the references therein. This paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, conditions for the local existence and uniqueness of solutions are established and the comparison principle for a bounded domain is given. In Section 3, sufficient conditions for the existence and nonexistence of global solutions are derived.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we first establish the local existence and uniqueness conditions for the solutions of (1.1) and then the comparison principle is given. LEMMA 2.1. Let s1 be a bounded domain with boundary of class C1+Or and let ui,c(zr) E Cl(G) with UQ(X) = 0 for x E dR. Then there exists T > 0 such that problem (1.1) admits a unique solution (ur(z, t), u~(x, t), us(1c, t)) with ui E C(fi x [O, T)) n C2>l(0~). 1f.T < oo, then j~~m;x(lul(~,t)l + Iu2(.,t)l + (~3(.,t)l) = +m PROOF. Define w = Av to be a solution of wit -dlAwl = ~I(UI -clvl -t em), in K?T, w2t -d2Awz = v2(u2 + bm -~27~2 + em), in &, Then (~l,?&,;li3) = (p~,pq2,pv3) is the upper solution of (1.1). Further, ?ii is global and uniformly bounded, and thus, the conclusion of this theorem follows. I THEOREM 3.2. If (1.5) has a negative solution, then we have (i) the solution of (1.1) with any nontrivial nonnegative initial data blows up provided that a, 2 diX for i = 1,2,3, where X > 0 is the first eigenvalue of Laplace operator subject to the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition; (ii) the solution of (1.1) blows up for any ai 2 0 provided that the initial data is large enough.
PROOF. To show this, it suffices to construct a lower solution of (1.1) that blows up at a finite PROOF. Let X > 0 be the first eigenvalue of Laplace operator subject to the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition and 4 > 0 be its corresponding eigenfunction which is chosen to satisfy & 4(z) = 1. Define
Then, using the equation in (3.3) and integrating by parts yield
where the last inequality follows from Jensen's inequality. Hence, if a 2 X or
F(t) blows up in a finite time. Therefore w(z,t) is not bounded on this finite time interval. 1 REMARK 3.1. If the intraspecific competitions are strong, it is easy to see that (1.5) has a positive solution so that Theorem 3.1 implies the solution of (1 .1) 
